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Obsenrations of human decision making indicate that risk preferences depend on the V&W of 
possible outcomes relative to levels of aspiration. A model of such variable risk preferences is 
specified. It suggests that some risk averse behavior may resu!t from a hnuman tendency to fmus 
on targets and from the adaptation of those targets to experience rather than from a fixed trait 
of risk aversion. In addition, the model shows how risk prefaces varying around adaptive 
aspirations produce both a greater long-run likelihood of survival and a higher average return 
for survivors than do fixed risk preferences. 

In modern treatments of rational choice, it is usually imagined that 
preferences among aitematives (at any level of expected return) vary with 
riskiness. Risk aversion is generally assumed in the formal literature on 
decision theory [Friedman and Savage (1948), Arrow (1971)], where it is 
typically defined as a concavity in the utility for monetary (or other) return, 
and in analyses of organizational decision making [Cyert and March (1963)-j, 
where it is sometimes called uncertainty avoidance. Most studies indic:ate, 
however, that risk preference is not fixed, but depends on the context of a 
choice. This point is recognized in formal theories of risk by attention to the 
interdependence of asset level and the degree of risk aversion [Pratt (1964), 
Arrow (1965)], but its implications for the intuitive idea of risk preference are 
often overlooked. The empirical data are generally consistent. Given a choice 
hetymw two alternatives =f eqxal _F.m -ii-- eqxcte-d z2wn in an experimental setting, 
human subjects are more likely to select the riskier alternative if the 
outcomes involve losses (or are below some target or aspiration level) than 
they are if the outcomes involve gains or are above some target or aspiration 
level [Tversky and ahneman (1974), ahneman and 
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6 J.G. March, Vmiable risk preferences and adaptive aspirations 

(1979)]. The strict reflection around zero has been questioned, but primarily 
in the name of more complicated contextual factors or in the name of 
reflections defined around an aspiration level [Hershey and Schoemaker 
(19f@), Schneider and Lopes (1986)]. The general result has been confirmed 
using a wide variety of experimental subjects, including business executives 
[Laughhann, Payne and Crum (1980), Payne, Laughhann and Grum (198111, 
and in somewhat different form in experimcntai studies of portfolio decisions 
[Gordon, Paradis and Rorke (1972)]. 

Similar empirical results are obtained from observations in non- 
experimental settings. Friend and Blume (1975) found well-to-do households 
to be particularly risk-averse. Swalm (1966) studied the revealed utilities of 
13 decision makers in business enterprises. Most of them appear to be risk 
averse with gains above zero and rXc seeking below. Fishburn (197?) reports 
studies by Halter and Dean and Grayson that give a generally similar 
picture, but include some contrary data. Using aggregate stock market data, 
Mezias (1988) has inferred individual investor preference functions that are 
concave above a reference point defined in terms of expectations and convex 
below. Studies of race track betting [Snyder (197811 show a negative 
correlation between risk and return, a result that has sometimes been 
attributed to a risk-seeking trait, but also to ‘the common phenomenon that 
bettors, when losing, tend to bet more and more on longer odds horses’ 
[Hausch, Ziemba and Rubenstein (1981), p. 14381. Bowman (1980,1982) 
found that risk and return were negatively correlated across industries and 
argued that firms in danger tif failing are more likely to enter risky ventures. 
MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1986) and March and Shapira (1987) found 
that managers believe fewer risks will be taken when things are going well. 
Santalainen and Tainio (1985) and Singh (1986) report that poorly perform- 
ing firms make riskier choices than do firms performing well, and Mayhew 
(1979) found a similar phenomenon among colleges. Firms in industries with 
a prior history of low profitability appear to be more likely to engage in 
behavior that is illegal than are firms in more profitable industries [Lane 
(1953), Staw and Szwajkowski (1975), Asch and Seneca (1976)-J. Ethno- 
graphic studies of fishermen [Acheson ( 198 1)] and farmers [Johnson ( 197 l), 
Bartlett (1980)] describe a relation between risk-taking and success that is 
similar. Since most of these studies are cross-sectional in design, they do not 
decisively reject the possibility that the variation in risk taking across 
organizations stems Fzm stable differences among the organizations (e.g., in 
their ability to assess risk) that also produce differences in their successes; but 
the studies support a general view that risk taking is related to the context of 
adversity. 

The rest&s from observations of human decision makers have parallels in 
observations of insects and birds. isk averse behavior is commonly reported 
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needs are malnipulated, variable risk preferences are obwzrved, at least among 
the small, granivorous birds with whom such exp&nents have been rum. 
Situations in which the mean rate of food available is below enerm 
expenditures lead to risk prone behavior, while risk averse behavior is 
observed where there is a positive energy balance ICaracao and Lima 
(198511. Kamil and Roitblat (1985) suggest that a similar argument might 
explain the observations [Leventhal et al. (1959)] of variations in risk 
prmeness as a function of mean number of food pellets offered to rats in a 
standard learning experiment. However, Battalio, Kagel and McDonald 
(1985) did not find risk aversion varying with energy needs (among the six 
rats they studied) given a choice between eight pellets with certainty and a 
lottery offering one pellet with probability 0.75 and 29 pellets with proba- 
biliry 0.25. 

Such empirical reports of variation in risk preference fit naturally into 
three related traditions in the behavioral study of decision making. The first 
tradition emphasizes survival as a criterion for decision making by indi- 
viduals and organixations, thus tends either to define the ou&ve function 
for rational action as maximizing the likelihood of survival or maximizing 
expected value subject to a survival constraint [Maynard Smith (197X& 
Gordon (1985) Kami and Schmeidler (1986)], to consider issues of ‘safety’ as 
central to organizational decision making [Roy (1952), Day, Aigncr and 
Smith (197111, or to see variation and selection as modifying the distribution 
of decision structures or rules through differential survival of those that are 
comparatively well-adapted mannan and Freeman (1977), Aldrich (1979), 
Nelson and Wiz?er (i982)]. 

The second tradition focuses on the importance of targets in directing 
attention, thus the significance c * the level of subjective success (or expected 
success) for search behavior [Sinion (1955), March and Simon (1958), Radner 
(1975a, 1975b)] and learning fi3ay (1967), Levinthal and March (1981), 
Herriot, Levinthal and March (1985)]. The ideas are an amalgam of the 
notion that levels of attention anal search are affected by a subjective sense of 
how well the decision maker is tfoing, and the notion that decision makers 
partition outcomes into a small nnmber of classes, at the limit into two - 
‘success’ and ‘failure’. Such a perspective has typified explorations of organixa- 
tional slack as a factor in decision making [Cyert and March (1963), Singh 
(1986)], the development of semi-variance models of risk in financial decision 
making [Hogan and Warren (1974), Fishbum (1977), Holthausen (1981)], 
some discussions of risk taking in the psychological literature [Lopes 
(1984,1987)], and studies of managerial perspectives on risk [MacCrimmon 
and Wehrung (19$6), March and Shapira (198711. The ideas are closely 
related to considerations of framing in decision making, particularly of the 
‘mental accounting’ by which decision makers define subjective success. 

The third tradition sees the definition of ‘success’ as changing over time 
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[Ieventhal et al. (1959), Kuhl and Blankenship (1979)], in particular in 
response to experience. The idea that aspiration levels are responsive to the 
results of search o: perforamance is an important feature of theories of 
organizational decision making, as are the dynamics of the interrelation 
between changing aspirations and changing outcomes [March and Simon 
(1958), Cyert and March (196311; and such adaptive aspirations have long 
been recognized 3s significant to understanding subjective utility and choice 
behavior [Siegel (1957)]. These ideas suggest that an understanding of 
variable risk preferences will require not only making preferences for risk 
dependent on a target, but also making the target itself a function of 
experience. 

A model of variable risk pm 

Ao a model of variable risk preferences, consider a simple random waiit in 
which risk preference is a function of the current resources (e.g., wealth, 
reputation earnings) of a decision maker relative to an aspiration level. In 
such a formulation, we imagine that each decision maker begins with a stake, 
that accumulated resources are increased or decreased as a result of the 
outcomes of choices among alternatives of equal expected value but varying 
risk, that the greater the accumulated resources relative to an aspiration 
level, the more favorable the decision context (and thus the more risk averse 
the choice), that negative position constitutes ruin and is absorbing, and that 
aspirations adapt in the direction of the realized position. 

Specifically, we assume 

Sequential sampling random walk. Each decision maker begins with an 
initial stake, IV*, that is the same for all decision makers. Each decision 
maker makes a series of decisions, choosing at each of 7’ steps from 
among a set of alternatives, each characterized in terms of a known 
probability distribution over returns. The realized gains or losses at each 
step are accumuiated over time to produce cumulated wealth I+& up to 
each step, t, where 14$1 = IV*, for each individual i. 
An absorbing barrier. If the cumu!ated wealth of a decision maker 
reaches zero during the course of the process (i.e., if the initial stake is 
exhausted), that decision maker is eliminated. ‘Thus, the process has an 
absorbing barrier at 0, and is equivalent to a game played with a stake of 
W* against an opponent with infinite resources [Feller (1968)]. 
Replacement. Whenever a decision maker is eliminated from the process, 
another decision maker enters the process with an initial stake equal to 
w*. 
Equal expected return. The expected returns of the alternatives available 
to a decision maker at any particular step are all equal, thus there is no 
expected return basis for choice. This assumption can be viewed as an 
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assumption that the expected return tc be realized from an alternative is 
captured by its price. 
Variable risk preference. A decision maker’s preferred risk varies in- 
versely with that decision maker’s cumulated resources, or wealth, I&. 
The larger the resources relative to a target, Ai,* the smaller the most 
preferred risk. 
Risk availability. An alternative with a risk equal to a decision maker’s 
most preferred risk is available and is selected at each step. 
Adaptive aspirations. Ai,t is initially equa1 to the initial stake, IV*. Over 
time it increases when I+I$t increases, declines when W,,, declines. 

The process requires that we specify an explicit function for the relation 
‘between cumulated resources and preferred risk, and for changes in aspira- 
tions. Among the large number of possible preferred risk functions that 
might be considered, a simple family of functions that has the ifeP:ft;d 
properties is 

Ri.~=B(Ai.d~.t)9 !I) 

where Ri,, is some measure of variation in the probabiity distribution over 
returns for decision maker i at time t, thus the risk. In one interpretation, Ri,r 
can be seen as the ‘bet six6 in a fair game with unit variance, or as the 
standard deviation of the chosen alternative from a collection of alternatives 
with equal expected values but varying risk. The intention, however, is to 
allow Ri,, to be any measure of variation defined on the outcome distribution 
[e.g., Lopes (1984)]. Note that (1) defines preferred risk as a function of 
current resource level, given an aspiration level. It is not 9 utility function. 
The parameter fl can be seen as a scale factor for risk. Since variations in j? 
produce variations in Ri,t and affect the outcomes due to risk taking that are 
discussed below, it would be possible to explore the relative effects of 
variations in j3 and variaelons in the other parameters of the model. In the 
present paper, however, !3 is treated as a fixed feature of the risk environ- 
ment. All of the analyses assume a given /I. 

The target, or aspiration, level for wealth is assumed to change over time, 
adapting to the level of wealth actually achieved. We assume that Ai, 1 = W*, 

the initial stake, for all i. Thereafter, 

A i.t+l=QF*,+(l -@M,t9 O<ael. (2) 

This function is a standard one [Levinthal and March (1981) Lant (1987)] 

and makes the aspiration level an exponentially weighted moving average of 
experienced wealth. The analysis below focuses primarily on the effects of 
variations in dc, which can be viewed as susceptible to change either through 

strategic control or long term learning. 
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The model includes two special cases of particular interest. The first case is 
the case cf fixed aspiration level. If a =0, then the initial stake remains the 
aspiration level over time. This is the case normally considered in semi- 
variance models of risk ia financial decisions (Hogan and Warren (1974), 
Fishbum (197711, in some interpretations of cross-sectional variations in risk 
taking behavior [Kunreuther and Wright (1979), Lopes (1984)], and in other 
models in which targets are seen as stable exogenous properties of decision 
makers. The second case is the case of fixed risk preferences. If a= 1, then 
aspirations adapt immediately to experience and preferred risk is fixed at 1. 
This is the case considered in classical analyses of ruin [Feller (1968)]. 

For the fixed aspiration level case (a =O), the process can be described in 
terms of a sequence of entering cohorts. The size of an entering cohort is 
determined by the number of vacancies in the population, thus by the 
number of exits from previous cohorts. Each entering cohort consists of a 
group of individual decision makers, each with the same stake, and the same 
preferred risk, fl. As a result of the sequential realizations of the process, each 
individual within a cohort gains or loses. The joint distribution of ac- 
cumulated wealth and aspirations for wealth in the cohort de!ermines the 
distribution of preferred risks and the ruin rate in a particular f3me period. 
Those who accumulate losses become more risk prone; those who ac- 
cumulate gains become mote risk averse. Those with losses equal to or 
exceeding the initial stake are ruined and leave. Gradually, the distribution of 
accumulated wealth in ?,he cohort becomes narrower and the average 
becomes higher. Losers are eliminated; winners become more and more risk 
averse; the ruin rate approaches zero. If the only source of turnover is ruin, a 
cohort approaches a stable size as time continues on indefinitely. 

The population at any point is a collection of cohorts of varying ages. The 
expected distribution of wealth for a cohort at any particular cohort age (i.e., 
time since entry) is the same for each cohort and depends on the initial stake 
and the aspiration adaptation rate, as well as the scale (69) of risk taking. The 
sum over those cohort distributions produces the population distribution of 
wealth. With a fixed population size and exit produced only through ruin, 
the time eventually comes when all positions in the population are occupied 
by mem*bers of cohorts who are unlikely to experience ruin and who have a 
nearly stable distribution of wealth. The system as a whole becomes stable, 
with entries and exits approaching zero and with only modest changes in 
wealth. If exit is also produced by a death rate unrelated to current wealth 
(e.g., a maximum life), the system finds an equilibrium that maintains the 
population, and that keeps both the distribution of wealth and the ruin rate 
constant. An equilibrium ruin rate is achieved when the size of each entering 
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cohort is equal to the combined ruin and death rates generated by a 
population of cohorts of that size ranging in ages from 1 to the maximum 
life. At that point, both the ruin rate and the wealth distribution are stable. 

Recause of these properties of the process. along with its relative slowness, 
any anaiysis must involve an exploration both. of the equilibrium properties 
of the process and of the time paths by which equilibrhm is achieved. As a 
result, the discussions below sometimes consider the shorter run time paths, 
sometimes the long run equilibria Shorter-run analyses seem most appro- 
priate for investigating the behavioral implications of the model, as in 
sections 4 and 5. Longer-run outcomes become more appropriate for 
evaluating various risk taking strategies, as in section 6. 

4 BehaGoral implications of variable risk prdkews 

Variable risk preferences associated with deviations from a (possibly 
adaptive) performance target lead to choice behavior different from that 
produced by fixed risk preferences. In this sectioh a few implications of 
variable risk preferences with fixed aspirations are examined. In section 5, the 
consequences of adaptive aspirations are considered. 

Risk tind return. Some studies of the aggregate relation between risk and 
return indicate that risk and return are positively correia’lzd in the stock 
market [Jensen (1972), Fama and MacReth (197311, though the result seems 
to hold more strongly within an industry than across industries. Since (at 
least within decision theory) risk averse decision makers will choose rela- 
tively high risk alternatives only if they also offer relatively high expected 
values, the positive correlation between risk and return has been taken as 
evidence that risk aversion is, on average, a trait of human decision makers. 
Risk aversion is assumed to increase the demand for low risk alternatives, 
thus to raise their price. 

A substantial demand for low risk alternatives is, however, also consistent 
with variable risk preferences of the sort assumed here. The model makes 
preferred risk vary inversely with accumulated resources. Relatively wealthy 
decision makers will seek alternatives that have relatively low risks as- 
sociated with them; less wealthy decision makers will seek higher risk 
alternatives. As the population distribution of wealth changes, so also will 
the average risk preference. In the model, the relatively high demand for safe 
alternatives comes not from an unexplained generic risk aversion, but from 
the high levels of individual resources produced by a process that eliminates 
losers. Moreover, the model suggests occasions on which there might be a 
greater drainand for higher risk altcmatives even though average return is 
relatively high. 

One such situation is where the initial stake, IV*, is large. The larger their 
initial stakes, the slower the elimination of decision makers with JOSSES and 
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thus with preferences for relatively high risks. At any given stake level, 
average wealth increases and average preferred risk decreases with time; but 
compared to smaller stakes, larger stakes result in more risk taking as well as 
greater average increases in wealth, A second situation leading to greater 
demand for high risk alternatives is one in which there are negative 
cumulative effects on expected returns. The classic example is where a 
decision makerbegins with a stake and faces a series of choices among 
alternatives, each having a negative expected value. Preferred risk is affected 
sha-ly by the expected values of the alternatives. 

As an example of a situation in which negative expected values accumulate 
over the course of experience, consider a day of parimutuel betting at a race 
track offering a number of races sequentially over the day. The key features 
tif parimutuel betting tform the present point of view are (a) that it is, on 
average, a losing bet because of the deduction from the betting pool of the 
track and state share, and (b) that the odds that are paid are determined by 
the amounts bet. Since the odds are determined by the willingness of bettors 
to make bets, they depend on the (possibly erroneous) estimates bettors 
make of the true odds and on their preferences for risk. If individual bettors 
are not perverse estimators of the true odds and risk preference is constant, 
the likelihood of a horse winning will be monotone decreasing with the 
length of the odds [Grifliths (1949), McGlothin (1956), Snyder (1978)], and 
the function relating track odds to likelihood of victory will be invariant 
aWX?s ra!Xs. 

However, the fact that track betting is, on average, a losing bet means 
that, on average, bettors will experience losses over the day. Suppose a bettor 
treats the initial stake as given and has a target of ‘breaking even’ by the end 
of the day. If risk preference varies in the way suggested by the model, a 
bettor will, on average, become increasingly risk prone as the day goes on. 
This will lead to some combination of larger bets and more bets being placed 
on long shots. Since the size of bets is constrained by the initial stake 
depleted by losses, there is a tendency for increased betting on long shots, 
thus driving their odds down and the odds of short shots up, relative to their 
true odds. If we plot the likelihood of winning as a function of the track 
odds, we should observe a monotone decreasing function; and we should 
observe that the function has a steeper slope for the early races than for the 
later ones, that the demand for risk varies over the course of the day. Such a 
prediction is confirmed by studies of parimutuel betting [Snyder (1978), 
Hausch, Ziemba and Rubenstein (1981), Hausch and Ziemba (198511. 

Thus a variable risk model makes some predictions about the relation 
between risk and return. If we examine empirical studies of risk and return, 
wz should discover that the correlation between risk and return varies with 
such factors as (a) the age of the industry, (b) the capitalization at entry, and 
(c) the business cycle. The younger the industry, or the greater the capitaliza- 
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tion, OP the lower the average return across industries, the less the demand 
for safe alternatives, thus making the intra-industry correlation between risk 
and return less positive, or even negative. 

Reputation and mobility. As has often been noted in studying mobility, 
the likelihood of leaving most jobs inzeases for a brief time after an 
individual enters the job, then declines steadily [Bartholomew (19733. ‘Ihe 
decline of exit rates with job duration (after an initial rise) is lusaually 
discussed in the economics literature as being due to Tim+specific human 
capital’. In the sociological literature, it has been variously attributed to 
mutual adaptation over time vuma (1976)], i.e., non-stationarity, to the 
elimination of poorer matches over time [McFarland (1970), Singer and 
Spillerman (1976)], i.e., heterogeneity, or to reduced saapling variation in 
performance evaluation over time [March and March (1978), Romanow 
(1984), Romanow and Sellke (1985)], i.e., performance sampling. The variable 
risk model provides yet another possible explanation for the decline of exit 
rates with duration in the job if we interpret the cumulated resources in the 
model not as monetary wealth but as reputation on the job. Like the 
performance sampling model, but unlike the others, it also predicts relatively 
low initial departure rates. Exit occurs through ruin. What we observe is 
that, for a brief time after entry into the system, the likelihood of ruin is an 
increasing function of time since entry; but rather early in the process, the 
likelihood of ruin becomes a decreasing function of duration and continues 
to decrease indefinitely? 

The variable risk preference interpretation of d&N-W& hl&&jod of 

departure from a job over time is quite different from the standard 
alternative explanations of mutual adaptation or reduced heterogeneity. The 
decreasing chance of exit from a job with increasing duration in it comes not 
from an improvement of the average match between jobs and jobholders, but 
simply by a form of optional stopping. Persons who are suoce~sful h 

building reputations, in the model, reduce their willingness to risk that 
reputation, thus inhibiting regression to the mean. Successful people continue 
to be viewed as successful on the basis of their early substantial successes, 
but they are unlikely either to repeat those triumphs or to fail significantly. 

Risk and the death rate of organizations. A similar analysis of organiza- 
tional birth and death processes as affected by variable risk taking suggests 
that after a brief initial period, during which the likelihood of death should 
increase with the age of the organization, death rates shouid decline with 
length of survival. Empirical reports on death rates in organi~tions generally 
describe organizational mortality as dec!ining zith age, when age is measu- 

‘It should l be noted that this result of the model does not depend on the variability of the 
risks, but stems from the relation between the stake and the risk in a ruin process. It is also 
obtained where a= 1, though in weaker form. 
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red in years [Carroll and Delacroix (1982), Carroll (1983), Freeman Carroll 
and Hannan (1983)]. It seems plausible to suggest that if age were measured 
in finer units (e.g., weeks), the data would exhibit a short initial &riod of 
rising death rates, followed by a long period of declining rates. Tucker, Singh 
and House (1984) found such a pattern in aggregate organizational death 
rates as a function of organizational age among voluntary organizations in 
Toronto [see also Singh, IIouse and Tucker (1986), Singh, Tucker and House 
(1986)]. As in the case of individual mobility, there are alternative models 
consistent with such a pattern; but variable risk taking seems likely to be 
involved and to provide an interpretation of the result that is consistent with 
a variety of other risk-related phenomena. 

In general, the model predicts that success (relative to aspiration) leads to 
a preference for smaller risks, that failure leads to a preference for larger 
risks. The discussion in the previous section focused on the elf’s of 
changing cumulative resources on risk taking. In this section, we consider the 
effect of changing aspirations. D~~RWZS in aspirations produce increases in 
the subjective sense of wealth and consequent decreases in the demand for 
higher risk alternatives. Such aspirations may be affected by exogenous 
pressures. For example, if a decision maker has maintenance requirements for 
resources and those requirements increase because of some outside threat or 
intemai condition, the rcsttlting increase in aspiration lcvcl -*iii, according to 
the model, produce a preference for riskier alternatives. The primary source 
of aspiration change within the present model, however, is from direct 
experience, from changes in targets as a consequence of realized successes. 

Risk ana’ the adaptation of aspirations to experience. If wealth is evaluated 
in terms of an aspiration for wealth, and the subjective sense of wealth affects 
the choice of risk, the adaptation of aspiration levels makes a difference. 
Aspiration levels, or targets, are essentially ways of indexing performance. 
Insofar as they adapt to past performance, they lead to a form of behavior 
smoothing. That is, they make behavior less sensitive to variations in 
performance outcomes than it would otherwise be. Rapid learning of 
aspiration levels tends to produce risk preferences that are independent of 
wealth. In the model, if aspiration adapts instantly to performance (i.e., a = l), 
preferred risk is constant at /I, and the process is equivalent to a game played 
with a stake of W* against an opponent with infinite resources. 

Slower adaptation of aspirations makes riqk taking sensitive to a decision 
maker’s performance history. For example, consider the relation between 
conservatism and success. The model associates risk aversion with success 
and risk seeking with failure. Thus, it associates conservative, risk-avoiding 
behavior with any attribute associated with success. But through the 
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adaptation of aspiration levels, it also associates preferred risk with the past 
history of performance. In particular, ic we compare the risk preferences of 
two decision makers with identical current wealth but different histories, we 
will see different risk preferences. A prior history of greater wealth will tend 
to produce higher aspirations and therefore a preference for greater risk than 
will a history of less wealth. 

The relationship may provide some insight into the relation between age 

and risk taking. In a world in which age is positively correlated with 
accumulated resources, older decision makers will tend to be more conserva- 
tive than their younger brethren. Within the present model, this is not 
because of a loss of desire for risk through aging, but because older decision 
mrkers have greater iCS cmxs, on average. If we control for current level of 
resources, the histories of older actors are likely to show greater past 
successes than younger decision makers, thus leading to higher aspiration 
levels. As a result, controlling for current wealth, older decision makers are 
likely to be less conservative than younger decision makers. Siiarly, 
position and status should lead to conservatism but at any position or sta*us 
which is the highest yet achic ‘~1 _~d by the people in it, the longer a person has 
held the position (and thus the more the aspiration level has adjusted to that 
success), the less conservative that person will be. As a general rule, we 
would expect holders of inherited wealth (or reputation) to be systematically 
less risk averse than self-made individuals with the same resources. 

Extending the argument to societies is risky; but if we assume that the 
average behavior of organizational leaders in different societies reflects the 
results of adaptive aspirations for wealth and the achievements of wealth, 
risk raking should vary systematically from culture to culture less as a 
function of current wealth than as a function of the rate of positive change in 
wealth, with the greatest propensity to risk taking being found in cultures 
that are doing less well than they have in the past, and the greatest risk 
aversion being found in societies that are doing substantially better than they 
traditionally have done. Cross national data on risk taking [Hofstede (I98O), 
Tainio and Santalainen (1984)] suggests that the picture is probably not 
quite so simple, but that the speculation is not entirely without merit. The 
idea is familiar to students of revolution [Brinton (1938), Tilly (1978), 
Goldstone (1982)] in the form of the hypothesis that revolutionary action is 
produced not by prolonged despair but by rising aspirations stimulated by 
improved conditions and the availability of resources. 

Risk and the diffusion of aspirations. The model for aspiration adaptation 
can easily be extended to consider changes resulting from the diffusion cf 
experience from others in a population of decision makers [Herriott, 
I,evintha! and NIarch (1985)], If the aspiration level of one decision maker is 
a&ted by the experienced wealth of other decision makers, then wealthier 
decision makers will be persistently above their own aspirations and less 
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wealthy decision makers will be persistently below their own aspirations. 
Indeed, at the limit where all d&ion makers share a common (changing) 
aspiration bc.ause of the pooling of their experience in determining targets, 
variation in risk preference among individuals at a given time depends only 
upon variation in wealth. 

This effect of the diffusion of aspirations is reflected in the pattern of risk- 
taking in a population over time. The tendency for the median wealth of 
surviving decision makers to increase over time causes each cohort of newly 
entering d- -ision makers to face a more demanding target, thus to prefer 
riskier alternatives than preceding cohorts. As a result, early death rates of 
new entries increase with the age of the system. Since variations in initial 
stakes can be used to compensate for variations in initial aspirations, the 
model can also be used to esimate the increases in initial stakes required to 
maintain equivalent survival rates over a series of entering cohorts as the 
system ages. 

The dynamics within a population of decision makers with aspirations that 
adapt to the median wealth in a population involve cycles of risk taking and 
success. Success relative to others in the population produces a preference for 
relatively low risk alternatives, thus relative stability in wealth. Failure 
relative to others leads to a preference for risky alternatives, thus relative 
stability in wealth. The failing, high risk-taking decision makers tend to be 
driven either to ruin or to substantial success. If they are ruined, they are 
replaced with decision makers who are also relatively risk prone. Most of 
these risk seeking decision makers are ruined, but a fraction of each cohort is 
successful enough to drive the orig!nally successful (and risk averse) decision 
makers into a less favorable position, where they become more risk seeking. 

ve i es 

Although decision theory anticipates that different individuals will have 
different risk preferences and thus will make different choices, there is no 
immediate reason that theory, either for selecting a particular risk 
preference or for it variable. The present model permits us to treat 
risk preferences strategies as bein n deliberately, or as having evolved, 
by some criteria of effectiveness. preference strategy is a choice of a 
value for do, given j3 and *, recalling that the case of a = 1 is equivalent to a 
fixed risk preference and the case of a =0 is equivalent to variable risk 
preferences with an unchanging target. Iii ihis section, the consequences of 
alternative risk strategies are explored for the case in which the risk measure, 
&, is interpreted as the standard deviation of a normal distribution of 
0utcoTWs. 

odels have been developed for co &ring investment problems 

nvestors or the ca cisions of firms where the 
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objective is to maximize the probability of long-run survival [Gordon 
(1985)], and for analyzing the behavior of animals with limited foraging time, 

some energy requirements, and a set of alternative foraging behaviors 
characterized in terms of the means and variances of their yields [Caracao 
(1980), Stephens (1981), Houston and M amara (198211. In such models, 
survival is assumed to be the objecti the main strategic problem is 

assuring a flow of resources adequate to survive, given that the outcome of 
any particular behavior yields a draw from a distribution of known 
properties. 

The present model is in the same spirit. It has several minor and three 
major differences from then. First, it treats the decision maker as, in effect, 
having two reference points rather than one - a ruin point (survival) and a 
success point (aspiration level). Second, it treats the aspiration level, and thus 
risk preference, as adapting with experience (and possibly the experience of 
others). Third, it considers the overall performance of a renewable population 
of decision makers, as well as the expectations of a single actor. The models 
in animal ecology, like some of the discussions in the literature on human 
decision making, have emphasized optimizing on risk preference at e& 
decision point, thinking of surviving decision makers as selecting, not 
necessarily through calculation, alternatives that maximize their individual 
chances of survival. 

Two criteria for evaluating outcomes over the first T periods of an initially 
undifferentiated population are considered: Average wealth, defined as the 
mean cumulative resources (in excess of the stake) among decision makers 
surviving at period r and ruin rate, defined as the ratio of the number of 
ruined decision makers over the first T periods to the population size. It 
might plausibly be argued that an attractive risk preference strategy would 
be one that exhibited a relatively large average wealth and a relatively small 
ruin rate. The obvious problem is, of course, that risk strategies that produce 
low ruin rates tend a!so to produce low levels of wealth for survivors. Since 
it is not immediately obvious that a risk preference strategy good for the 
short run is necessarily also good for the long run. we allow for the 
possibility that a preferred strategy may depend on the time horizon, T For 
any particular initial stake, we ask for the effect of various aspiration 
adaptation rates on the T-period outcomes. 

Most discussions of variable risk preferences suggest they are p,?rticularly 
useful for keeping an individual decision maker from ruin. The usual intuitive 
argument is -that some level of performance or resources is required for 
survival, that a low risk alternative keeps a healthy decision maker safe, but 
does nothing for an ailing one, and ihus that intelligence requires m 
risk preferences a function of current condition. Such discussions, however, 
generally fail to consider the possibility that, while protecting survival, 
variable risk strategic: may sacrifice possible gains in the average wealth of 
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survivors, thus may be suboptimal for the society of decision makers. It is 
not clear that a society of decision makers would want to choose, or would 
evolve, a strategy that minimixed the ruin rate without regard for the 
consequences for average accumulated resources. 

Decision situations with expected values of zero. Consider a ‘game’ in 
which each trial has an expectation of zero. Holding fi constant, there is no 
risk preference strategy that dominates others on both criteria. The ruin rate 
is minimized by a=O. Thus, a variable risk preference with a fixed target 
produces the lowest number of ruined decision makers. Average wealth, on 
the other hand, is maxin&ed by some value of a that is greater than zero 
and less than one. Fig 1 shows the relation between ruin rate and mean 
accumulated wealth for various values of a, as a function of ‘I: where B=l 
and B-=3. 

The positive relation between ruin rate and average wealth can be 
understood most easily against the background of a slightly modified model. 
The process specified in the model, by making the expected value of a risky 
choice independent of the wealth of the de&&n maker, is a losing , 

proposition for ‘the house’. The cumulative value of the game increases at a 
rate that exceeds the additions provided by the stakes of new entries. A 
process that avoided this ‘excess’ increase would make the expected value at 
each trial dependent on the chance that the particular decision maker 
involved would be ruined on that trial and unable to absorb the full 
magnitude of the loss. The modification required is well-specified by the 
preferred risk and the wealth and can be viewed as the premium required to 
protect the ‘house’ from uncovered losses. If we make such an adjustment in 
the process, the total wealth in the system (and therefore the mean wealth, 
since the number of decision makers is constant) remains constant. With 
conservation of wealth, therefore, the only basis for choice among strategies 
is their effect on survival. In that case, the results are unambiguous. For any 
fixed scale of risk (/?), variable risk preferences with fixed aspiration levels 
dominate either fixed risk preferences or adaptive aspirations. 

Where wealth is not conserved, as in the present process, the connection 
between ruin rat? and average wealth is also linear but the slope of the 
relation is, as shown in fig 1, greater than the stake. The figure indicates a 
reason for preferring adaptive aspiration levels. For any value of 1: variable 
risk strategies (i.e., a< 1) exist that result in both higher average wealth and a 
lower ruin rate than does a fixed risk preference (i.e., a = 1). This result is a 
joint consequence of the effect of a on the ruin rate and the effect of a on the 
relation between ruin rate and average wealth. 

Decision situations with non-zero expected values. T&z observations above 
can be extended to situations in which expectations are not zero. Many 
standard situations of interest in decision making involve negative expectations 
for the outcome distribution. The most obvious examples are situations in 
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which resource demands on the decision maker deplete accumulated resources 
continuously (as in many animal ecology situations). Other standard situations 
involve games with positive expectations. A conspicuous exa 
decision making by favored individuals or groups in a society. 

With some qualifications, the results obtained in the case of zero e 
tions can be extended to the positive and negative expectation cases. 
expectations are positive, the ruin rate is less and the accumulated wealth is 
greater than in the zero case. If the positive expectations are modest (i.e., on 
the or ‘Tr of p/10), a variable risk strategy with appropriately adaptive 
aspirations dominates a fixed risk strategy with respect to both the likelihood 
of ruin and average wealth, though the differences with respect to the latter 
are modest. If the expectations are substantially positive (i.e., on the order of 
/?), ruin homes unlikely and the returns to a fixed risk strategy and any 
variable risk strategy become virtually indistinguishable. 

Where expectations are negative, the ruin rate is greater and the ac- 
cumulated wealth is less than in the zero case. With small negative 
expectations (i.e., on the order of -/I/lo), the pattern recorded in fig. 1 is 
observed again. Variable risk preferences with adaptive aspirations are 
superior to fixed risk preferences both with respect to the ruin rate and with 
respect to average wealth. With large negative expectations (i.e., on the order 
of -/I)* all variable risk strategies, including the case without adaptive 
aspirations, dominate a fixed risk strategy. 

7. 

Xothing in the behavioral literature denies decisively the existence of some 
trait elements in risk preference. f behavioral studies of human risk 
preferences are to be given credence; however, pronositions about fixed risk 
preferences arising from exogenous forces need to be supplemented with 
context-dependent considera:ions, particularly considerations the success 
level at which choices occur. The model outlined above scribes one 
possible direction for elaborating _ecei odeling variable risk 
preferences may coiitrib-ute to underst of familiar decision 
phenomena. These include the relation between risk and return, the relation 
between duration and mobility within organizations, and the relation be- 
tween the age of an organization and its likelihood of death. 

If we assume that a rations change on the basis of 
imitation of others, vari risk preferences make risk taking 
the historical and reference oup context within which the decision maker 
acts. If we compare the risk ferences of two decision makc;rs with identical 
current wealth but different historic;, .ve shoul risk 

or histories of greater wealth produ and 
ference for greater risk than do histories of less wealth. In the 
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long run, the adaptation of aspiration levels to a decisior? ma’ter’s own 
experience tends to make risk taking independent of that person’s wealth; 
adaptation of aspirations to the wealth of others tends to make risk taking 

dependent on the decision maker’s current wealth relative to that of others. 
The model leads in a relatively natural way to understanding why decision 

rules based on variable risk preferences and adaptive aspirations might come 
to domin;Late rules based either on fixed risk preferences or on variable risk 
preferences around a fixed target. Discussions of risk taking behavior 
generally associate variable risk preferences with a survival strategy and do 
not always consider how a strategy that maximizes individual survival might 
adversely affect the average performance of survivors. When total wealth is 
riilot conserved, a strategy of variable risk preferences with risk seeking for 
losses contributes to the chances of survival for the individual decision 
maker; but increases in the chances of individual survivzt reduces the average 
wealth of survivors, thus is not clearly optimal for a renewable society of 
decision makers. This might suggest that it would be better to have fixed risk 
preferences than to have variable risk preferences of the same scale. However, 
when the reference point for distinguishing gains from losses is an adaptive 
aspiration level, variable risk preferences generate both Zgher survival rates 
and higher average wealth for survivors than do fixed preferences. Thus, a 
combination of adaptive aspirations and variable risk preferences is likely to 
be a better strategy than either is alone. 
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